Shanghai Xinsheng Photoelectric Technology Co., Ltd. established in 1996 as the first domestic enterprise which is engaged in researching and developing the medical power tool. Being the only routine member of Shanghai Medical Profession Association in the professional branch of orthopedics, our company passed through ISO9001 in 2000, CE and 13458 authentication in 2007.

Until now, state-of-art products including all medical orthopedics power tool: Neurosurgery, Thoracic Surgery, Spine Surgery, Joint Surgery, Trauma Surgery, Hand Surgery, EENT Surgery, etc, ingeniously combined higher quality with lower price and better service.

Looking forward to establishing win-win cooperation with you.
Tel: 86-21-52709815-8014

Fax: 86-21-52709815-8016

Email: vitahappiness@hotmail.com
Skype: vitahappiness

Website: www.cinsum.com.cn
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